First, download the question bank and figure supplements from the FAA website:

http://www.faa.gov/training_testing/testing/test_questions/

http://www.faa.gov/pilots/testing/supplements/

After you download the test, open it with Adobe Reader. The free reader can be downloaded from www.adobe.com if it is not already on your computer.

Activate the Find Function in Adobe by pressing CTRL F or select it from the menu bar:

1. PLT309
   Which basic flight maneuver increases the load level flight?
   A) Climbs.
   B) Turns.
   C) Stalls.

2. PLT309
   (Refer to figure 2.) If an airplane weighs 2,300 pounds, what structure be required to support during a 60° bank?
   A) 2,300 pounds

Type the learning statement code from your test report in the find window.

Use the Previous/Next arrows to search for questions that match the code.

You can use your commercial testing supplements (Gleim/King/ASA) to research the correct answers.